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This lecture covers the following:
• Introduction to Databases
• Introduction to MySQL/MariaDB and phpMyAdmin
• Basic MySQL Syntax
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A database is a structured collection of data that allows people to extract 
information in a way that meets their needs. 
• Data can include text, numbers, pictures; anything that can be stored in a 

computer.
• Data stored in databases is structured as a collection of records, where each 

record is made up of fields containing data about the same 'thing'.

Introduction to Databases
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Data and information do not mean the same thing.
• Data (singular: datum): can take several forms; it can be characters, symbols, 

images, audio clips, video clips and so on, none of which, on their own, have any 
meaning
• Information: data that has been given meaning, which often results from the 

processing of data, sometimes by a computer; processed data can be given a 
context and have meaning

Data vs. Information
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Database management systems (DBMS) are used to organize, manipulate and 
analyze data. 
• A typical database is made up of one or more tables. 
• Tables consist of rows and columns.

Some of the functions include:
• ability to carry out queries on database data and produce a report
• add, delete, and modify data in a table

Database Management Systems (DBMS)
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A file is a collection of items of data. It can be structured as a collection of records, 
where each record is made up of fields containing data about the same 'thing'.
• Individual elements of data can be called data items.
When a program is used for data processing, the organization of any records used 
depends on how the program is written.
• Records can be fixed or variable in length and each record may also contain 

information about its structure (e.g., number of fields or length of record).
• If these records are to be processed by another program, that program must be 

written to use the exact same record structure. 
• If the structure is changed by one program, the other program must be rewritten 

as well. This can cause problems if updating programs is not carefully managed.

File-based Systems
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File-based Systems
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File-based approach



A file-based approach is limited because
• storage space is wasted when data items are duplicated by the separate 

applications and some data is redundant
• data can be altered by one application and not by another; it then becomes 

inconsistent
• enquiries available can depend on the structure of the data and the software 

used so the data is not independent

Limitations of a File-based Approach
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A database approach is beneficial because
• storage space is not wasted as data items are only stored once, meaning little or 

no redundant data
• data altered in one application is available in another application, so the data is 

consistent
• enquiries available are not dependent on the structure of the data and the 

software used, so the data is independent

Benefits of Database Approach
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Database Approach
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Database approach



Inside a database, data is stored in tables, which consist of many records. 
• Each record consists of several fields. 
• The number of records in a table will vary as new records can be added and 

deleted from a table as required. 
• The number of fields in a table is fixed so each record contains the same number 

of fields.

An easy way to remember this is: each record is a row in the table and each field is 
a column in the table.

Database Model Terminology
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Database Model Terminology
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First_Name Last_Name DOB Class_ID

Noor Baig 22/09/2010 7A

Ahmed Sayed 11/06/2010 7B

Tahir Hassan 30/01/2011 7A

Column is a field (attribute)

Row is a record (tuple)

Each record is a row / tuple in the table
Each field is a column / attribute in the table.



Each field will require a data type to be selected.
• A data type classifies how the data is stored, displayed and the operations that 

can be performed on the stored value.
• e.g., a field with an integer data type is stored and displayed as a whole number 

and the value stored can be used in calculations

Basic Data Types
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Data Types for Attributes
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Data Type for Attributes Description

CHARACTER Fixed length text

VARCHAR(n) Variable length text

BOOLEAN True or False; SQL uses the integers 1 or 0

INTEGER Whole number

REAL Number with decimal places

DATE A date usually formatted as YYYY-MM-DD

TIME A time usually formatted as HH:MM:SS



As each record within a table contains data about a single item, person, or event, it 
is important to be able to uniquely identify this item.
• In order to reliably identify an item from the data stored about it in a record, 

there needs to be a field that uniquely identifies the item.
• This field is called the primary key.
• A field that is a primary key must contain data values that are never repeated in 

that table.

Basic Data Types
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Example: Primary Key in Student Table
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StudentID First_Name Last_Name DOB Class_ID

11987 Noor Baig 22/09/2010 7A

12345 Ahmed Sayed 11/06/2010 7B

14601 Tahir Hassan 30/01/2011 7A

StudentID is a primary key in the Student table.



File maintenance is carried out to ensure the data stored in a database is current.
• Adding Records: Users add new records to a file when they obtain new data
• Modifying Records: User modifies records to a file when they obtain new data
• Deleting Records: When a record is no longer needed, a user deletes it from a file

File Maintenance
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phpMyAdmin is one of the most popular applications for MySQL/MariaDB 
database management.
• Free tool written in PHP

Functionalities include:
• Create, alter, drop, delete, import, and export MySQL database tables.
• Run MySQL queries, optimize, repair and check tables, change collation and 

execute other database management commands.
• Full list available at: https://www.phpmyadmin.net/

phpMyAdmin
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phpMyAdmin is already included together with your LAMP stack bundle (i.e., 
XAMPP, MAMP, etc.).
• For those with a LAMP stack manually set up in your machine/Apache server, 

phpMyAdmin is free to use and download from the official website.
• To access phpMyAdmin, enter the following URL (provided you are running on 

localhost): 
localhost/phpmyadmin

phpMyAdmin Installation
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phpMyAdmin Administration Page
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To manage a 
database, choose 

and select a 
database name in 

the left column 
panel.



Managing a Database in phpMyAdmin
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Structured Query Language (SQL) is the standard query language for writing scripts 
to obtain useful information from a database.
• We will be using SQL to obtain information from single-table databases. 

An SQL script is a list of SQL commands that perform a given task, often stored in a 
file so the script can be reused.

Structured Query Language
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DBMSs use
• Data Definition Language (DDL) to create, modify and remove the data 

structures that form a relational database. 
• Data Manipulation Language (DML) to add, modify, delete and retrieve the data 

stored in a relational database.
Both DDL and DML statements are written as a script that uses syntax similar to a 
computer program.

Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data 
Manipulation Language (DML)
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SQL (DDL) Commands and Scripts
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SQL (DDL) Query 
Command Description

CREATE DATABASE Creates a database

CREATE TABLE Creates a table definition

ALTER TABLE Changes the definition of a table

DROP TABLE Removes a table definition

PRIMARY KEY Adds a primary key to a table

FOREIGN KEY ... 
REFERENCES ...

Adds a foreign key to a table



SQL (DML) Commands and Scripts
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SQL (DML) Query 
Command Description

SELECT Fetches specified fields (columns) from a table; queries always begin with SELECT.

FROM Identifies the table(s) to use.

WHERE Includes only records (rows) in a query that match a given condition.

ORDER BY Sorts the results from a query by a given column either alphabetically or numerically.

SUM Returns the sum of all the values in a field (column). Used with SELECT.

COUNT Counts the number of records (rows) where the field (column) matches a specified 
condition. Used with SELECT.

AVG Returns the average value for a column with a numeric data type.



SQL (DML) Commands and Scripts
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SQL (DML) Maintenance 
Command Description

INSERT INTO Adds new row(s) to a table

DELETE FROM Removes row(s) from a table

UPDATE Edits row(s) in a table



The CREATE DATABASE or CREATE SCHEMA statement is used to create a 
new SQL database/schema.

Syntax:
CREATE SCHEMA <schema_name>;
OR
CREATE DATABASE <database_name>;

CREATE DATABASE/CREATE SCHEMA
Statement
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The DROP DATABASE or DROP SCHEMA statement is used to drop an existing 
SQL database/schema.

Syntax:
DROP SCHEMA <schema_name>;
OR
DROP DATABASE <schema_name>;

DROP DATABASE/DROP SCHEMA
Statement
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The full syntax is as follows:

CREATE TABLE <table_name> (
{column_name data_type [NOT NULL] [UNIQUE]
[DEFAULT default_option] [CHECK (search_condition)] [,...]}

[PRIMARY KEY (list_of_columns),]
{[UNIQUE (list_of_columns)] [,...]}
{[FOREIGN KEY (list_of_fk_columns)

REFERENCES parent_table_name [(list_of_candidate_key_columns)]
[MATCH {PARTIAL | FULL}
[ON UPDATE referential_action]
[ON DELETE referential_action]] [,...]}

{[CHECK (search_condition)] [,...]
)

CREATE TABLE Statement
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CREATE TABLE Statement (Example)
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Let's create a table called Staff. The following MySQL script creates a table with the columns: id, 
first_name, last_name, email, and reg_date.

CREATE TABLE `Staff` (
`id`           INT (10) PRIMARY KEY,
`first_name`   VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
`last_name`    VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,
`email`        VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
`reg_date`     TIMESTAMP DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP

)



PRIMARY KEY clause
• specifies one or more attributes that make up the primary key of a relation
• Dnumber INT PRIMARY KEY;

UNIQUE clause
• specifies alternate (secondary) keys (called CANDIDATE keys in the relational 

model)
• Dname VARCHAR(15) UNIQUE;

CREATE TABLE Statement (Example)
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UNSIGNED constraint: positive only

SIGNED constraint: positive and negative numbers allowed

NOT NULL constraint: column entry cannot be left empty

CREATE TABLE Statement (Example)
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In MySQL there are 3 main data types:
• string
• numeric
• date and time

MySQL Data Types
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More information on MySQL Data Types:
https://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_datatypes.asp



MySQL Data Types
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Data Type Description

VARCHAR(size) A VARIABLE length string (can contain letters, numbers, and special characters). The size 
parameter specifies the maximum column length in characters – can be from 0 to 65535.

CHAR(size) A FIXED length string (can contain letters, numbers, and special characters). The size 
parameter specifies the column length in characters – can be from 0 to 255. Default is 1.

BOOL/BOOLEAN Zero is considered as false, non-zero values are considered as true.

INT(size) A medium integer. Signed range is from -2147483648 to 2147483647. Unsigned range is 
from 0 to 4294967295. The size parameter specifies the maximum display width (i.e., 
255).

TINYINT(size) A very small integer. Signed range is from -128 to 127. Unsigned range is from 0 to 255. 
The size parameter specifies the maximum display width (i.e., 255).

DOUBLE(size, 
d)

A normal-size floating point number. The total number of digits is specified in size. The 
number of digits after the decimal point is specified by the d parameter.

More information on MySQL Data Types:
https://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_datatypes.asp



MySQL Data Types (cont'd)
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Data Type Description

DATE A date. Format: YYYY-MM-DD. The supported range is from '1000-01-01' to '9999-12-31'.

DATETIME(fsp) A date and time combination. Format: YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss. The supported range is 
from '1000-01-01 00:00:00' to '9999-12-31 23:59:59'. Adding DEFAULT and ON UPDATE in 
the column definition to get automatic initialization and updating to the current date and 
time.

TIMESTAMP(fsp) A timestamp. TIMESTAMP values are stored as the number of seconds since the Unix 
epoch ('1970-01-01 00:00:00' UTC). Format: YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss. The supported 
range is from '1970-01-01 00:00:01' UTC to '2038-01-09 03:14:07' UTC. Automatic 
initialization and updating to the current date and time can be specified using 
DEFAULT_CURRENT_TIMESTAMP and ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP in the column 
definition.

TIME(fsp) A time. Format: hh:mm:ss. The supported range is from '-838:59:59' to '838:59:59'.

YEAR A year in a four-digit format. Values allowed in a four-digit format: 1901 to 2155, and 
0000. MySQL 8.0 does not support year in a two-digit format.



The SELECT statement is used to select a row or multiple rows from table(s).

SELECT [DISTINCT | ALL] {* | <attribute_list>}
FROM <table_list>
[WHERE <condition>]
[GROUP BY <column_list>] [HAVING condition]
[ORDER BY <column_list>]

<attribute_list>: {column_expression [AS new_name]] [,...]}
<table_list>: TableName [alias] [,...]

SELECT Statement
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Sequence of processing in a SELECT statement is:

FROM specifies the table or tables to be used
WHERE filters the rows subject to some condition
GROUP BY forms groups of rows with the same column value
HAVING filters the groups subject to the same condition
SELECT specifies which columns are to appear in the output
ORDER BY specifies the order of the output

This sequence CANNOT be changed.

SELECT Statement
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The INSERT statement is used to insert row(s) into a table.

INSERT INTO TableName [<column_list>]
VALUES (data_value_list)

INSERT Statement
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The UPDATE statement is used to update the content of a row or multiple rows in 
a table.

Syntax:
UPDATE TableName
SET column_name_1 = data_value_1 [, column_name_2 = data_value_2 ...]
[WHERE search_condition]

UPDATE Statement
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The DELETE statement is used to delete row(s) from a table.

Syntax:
DELETE FROM TableName
[WHERE search_condition]

DELETE Statement
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